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the earlier fourteenth-century pieces may be regarded as not wholly
traditional work, but there is no question of the authenticity of
Chevy Chase and Otterburn (1388, earliest versions composed
about 1400), nor of the Aberdeenshire Harlaw (1411). There is a
steady sequence of ballads from the fifteenth and sixteenth cen-
turies, in the traditional style on the Scottish side, but with more
ostentatious minstrelsy on the English.
In Germany the attempt to attribute very high antiquity to
ballad compositions encounters similar difficulties, and it is not
until the fourteenth century that poems identifiable as ballads
appear. The Ludwigslied (881) has been considered ballad-like.
There are some phrases in it which have a heroic ring, like that
of the traditional epos; but the sentiments are definitely clerical
and the transmission is by manuscript. The old Hildebrandslied is
an epic fragment, possibly composed as a fragment, but no more
like a ballad than Finnsburg or Waldere. The ballad Hildebrands-
lied is different in style and content, and probably as late as the
fourteenth century in date, if not later still. More relevant to ballad
origins are the political poems in Latin composed by Saxon poets.
With the Latin they mixed vernacular words, as in the Ottolied
(941), and we have seen that they exercised their trade in Denmark
in the twelfth century, enjoying royal favour. Though this kind of
work was not traditional in style, it could readily take on a more
popular manner. They also bridged the transition from alliterative
to assonating verse. The authentic ring is first heard in Lippold
von Homboken (1311) and the Churls in Flanders (1323-9), both in
Low German territory. After the middle of the fourteenth century
was passed the historical ballads come thickly upon us: the Swiss
battles (Sempach 1386, Nafels 1388, Birs 1444, Granson 1476,
Murten 1476, Nancy 1477, Cruder Veit 1515, leading on to the
landsknecht ballads ofPavia 1525 and after), German feuds (Busso
von Erxleben 1372), robber barons (Epple von Geilinger 1381, Linden-
schmid 1490), and sea-rovers (Stortebeker 1402).
In the Romance area we find that Piedmontese and Provencal
popular songs rely on a French technique which is so lyrical that
it is hard to date. A revolution in musical taste towards the year
iSoo1 led to the gradual abandonment of the more complex and
emphatic styles, and corresponded to a simplification of the lyrical
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